Late ventral visual areas generally consist of cells having a significant degree of translation invariance. Such a "bag of features" representation is useful for the recognition of individual objects; however, it seems unable to explain our ability to parse a scene into multiple objects and to understand their spatial relationships. We review several schemes (e.g., global features and serial attention) for how to reconcile bag-of-features representation with our ability to understand relationships; we review structural description theories that, in contrast, suggest that a neural binding mechanism assigns the features of each object in a scene to a separate "slot" to which relational information for that object is explicitly bound. Four functional magnetic resonance imaging-adaptation experiments assessed how ventral stream regions respond to rearrangements of two objects in a minimal scene that depict scene translations and relational changes. Changes of relative position (e.g., elephant above bus changing to bus above elephant) produced larger releases of adaptation in the anterior lateral occipital complex (LOC) than physically equivalent translations, providing evidence that spatial relations are explicitly encoded in the anterior LOC in agreement with structural description theories.
When we gaze at a scene containing multiple objects, for example, an elephant above a bus, what is the nature of the neural representation of this scene that allows us to understand the relative spatial positions of these objects? Are such spatial relationships encoded by the same mechanism that encodes the features of the objects themselves? Are they processed by the same brain regions that underlie visual object recognition or are they be processed outside the visual system altogether? Whereas there has been great progress in recent years in understanding the ventral stream processes underlying immediate object recognition and attentional selection-so much so that there is now arguably a generally agreed upon "default framework" 1 outlining these neural mechanisms-the issue of how spatial relations are processed (both within and between objects) remains hotly debated with a wide range of competing theories but few empirical facts to decide among them. We briefly review these competing theories on how spatial relations are processed and then present the results of a series of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments designed to test the predictions of these different accounts of spatial relation encoding. These experiments were designed to measure how particular visual brain regions respond to rearrangements of two objects in a minimal scene depicting scene translations, relation changes, etc. These scene rearrangement stimuli were chosen specifically because the major theories of relation encoding give relatively clear and differing predictions for the pattern of BOLD activation that should be observed.
The Neural Coding of Object Recognition
A growing number of theoretical models (e.g., Edelman & Intrator, 2000; Fukushima, 1980; Mel, 1997; Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999b; Rolls & Stringer, 2006; Serre et al., 2005; Ullman, Vidal-Naquet, & Sali, 2002) propose that the final stage of the ventral visual hierarchy-the anterior inferotemporal cortex (AIT) in the macaque and the anterior regions of the lateral occipital complex (LOC) in humans-consists of neurons with large receptive fields tuned to features of intermediate complexity below the whole object level (Ullman et al., 2002) . Such models are typically called feature hierarchy models (to emphasize the progression of neural layers used to generate their final layer of translation invariant cells); however, we will use the more descriptive term 'bag of features' here to emphasize their commitment to a final visual representation that is essentially an unorganized set of the features present in the attended part of the visual field. [Another term that has been use to describe such an unstructured represen-tation is "feature list" (Hummel & Biederman, 1992) , but that name suggests a serial ordering that no contemporary theory assumes.] Such a bag-of-features representation is beneficial for the recognition of individual objects in that, ideally, each object will produce a unique "fingerprint" of neural firing that is independent of absolute retinal position and scale. It is emphasized that such a representation can be built up rapidly through mainly feed-forward computations within the ventral stream (Serre et al., 2005) and in this way can explain how very fast object recognition is performed (Rolls & Tovee, 1994; Thorpe, Fize, & Marlot, 1996) . Lateral and feedback projections are thought to enforce Gestalt grouping laws, causing neurons coding the same object to reinforce one another. This intrinsic grouping along with general inhibition sets up winner-take-all dynamics, creating an objectbased 'spotlight' of attention ensuring that the LOC representation consists of the features of (usually) only a single object, permitting later pattern recognition networks to identify the object.
Attention circuits in the parietal lobe are assumed to modulate the internal dynamics of the ventral stream, allowing one to shift attention from one object to another (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002) , and these dorsal areas also provide a conduit for information on the absolute retinal position of the attended object (Ungerleider & Haxby, 1994) , relaying this information from early retinotopic visual areas (such as V1) to frontal brain areas (Courtney, Ungerleider, Keil, & Haxby, 1996) and mediating awareness.
It is not our purpose to debate the particulars of this default framework. For now, we simply assume that it is correct in broad outline, and we test extensions of this framework that have attempted to explain how multiple objects are processed. Specifically, we ask, "How are the spatial relations among two or more objects encoded?"
The fMRI-adaptation paradigm (Grill-Spector & Malach, 2001 ) was employed to explore the degree to which the neural representation in the posterior fusiform (pFs) and other brain regions changes when the relative positions between objects are varied.
The pFs is the most anterior part of the LOC, an area crucial for object recognition (James, Culham, Humphrey, Milner, & Goodale, 2003) . The LOC is defined by its greater activation in response to intact objects compared to scrambled versions of the same objects (resembling textures), and it is the first stage where object shape is specified independently from surface properties (Cant, Arnott, & Goodale, 2009; Cant & Goodale, 2007; Grill-Spector, Kourtzi, & Kanwisher, 2001) . The LOC is a likely candidate site where a final visual representation of shape might be specified (Bar et al., 2001) . It is generally presumed to be homologous to the monkey inferotemporal (IT) cortex (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008) . The pFs subregion of the LOC is more positioninvariant than the rest of the LOC when viewing single objects (Grill-Spector et al., 1999) , and thus it is particularly interesting to ask whether the relative position among objects is discounted within the pFs' neural representation to a similar degree. Much of the analysis presented will therefore focus on the pFs, with a detailed analysis of differential BOLD activation in other ventral stream regions (V1, V2, V3, V4, and LO) provided in a later section along with a whole brain overview analysis.
In each trial of the experiments that follow, a minimal scene consisting of two objects (e.g., an elephant above a bus) was briefly presented in S1 and, after an interstimulus interval (ISI), an S2 was presented in which the two objects were rearranged such that the S1/S2 sequence as a whole depicted a change in the structure of the scene. Figure 1A shows examples of the various types of S2 rearrangements used to define trial types for whole scene translations and relation changes (e.g., bus now above elephant). The main question we ask in these experiments is how the pFs responds to these various types of scene rearrangements.
As is customary in such a fast event-related MRI experiment, the interval between S1 and S2 was brief, approximately 300 ms, and thus gave rise to a single peak in the deconvolved hemodynamic response for each trial. Trials in which S1 and S2 were identical served as a baseline for assessing maximal BOLD adaptation, and the magnitude of the BOLD response to other conditions above this identical baseline is interpreted as a measure of dissimilarity between the patterns of neural activity elicited by S1 and S2 (Grill-Spector, Henson, & Martin, 2006; Grill-Spector & Malach, 2001; Hayworth & Biederman, 2006; . As we will describe below, each of the various theories of visual relation encoding give different predictions for the pattern of adaptation one should observe in the pFs for the different trial types.
Theories for How the Default Framework Can Be Extended to Encode Relations Between Objects
Superimposed features sets theory. A straightforward suggestion for how the default framework can be extended to encode multi-object scenes and spatial relations is that an attentional spotlight could be forced to encompass two objects simultaneously, thus producing a final bag of features in the pFs that is the superposition (set union) of both objects' feature sets. Because a bag-of-features representation does not specify absolute position, such accounts tend to ignore the relations among visual entities, for example, the fMRI multi-voxel decoding experiments of MacEvoy & Epstein (2009) and the monkey single unit experiments of Zoccolan, Cox, & DiCarlo (2005) , leading to the expectations that both scene translations and relation changes should produce very little change in the representation in the pFs. That is, an elephant above a bus should be represented identically to one depicting a bus above an elephant. Accordingly, the magnitude of fMRI adaptation for scene translations and relation changes should be equal to that seen when presenting an unchanged scene-only when a new object is presented in S2 should the pFs features change significantly, giving rise to a release from adaptation and thus a higher BOLD signal for that trial type.
This theory does not specify how spatial relations are eventually processed, but tracing activation back from pFs neurons to earlier retinotopic visual areas is one possibility that has been suggested, (e.g., Tsotsos, Rodriguez-Sanchez, Rothenstein, & Simine, 2008) .
"What ؉ where" theory. The representation in the pFs may retain a degree of position sensitivity. That is, some cells in the pFs would be encoding not only that a particular feature was present but that it was present at a particular retinal position. Such "what ϩ where" cells (Edelman & Intrator, 2000) would be less than ideal for object identification, but their presence in the final visual representation might help later brain regions to decode not only the identities of both objects but their relative and absolute positions as well (DiCarlo & Cox, 2007) . We test this theory (in Experiment 1) by comparing fMRI adaptation of translation trials to that of relation change trials in which the extent of translation of the 2 HAYWORTH, LESCROART, AND BIEDERMAN individual objects has been equated. If, by hypothesis, cells signal only local features within individual objects, then each cell cannot know whether a shift of a feature into or out of its receptive field was due to a translation of the two objects or was instead due to a swapping of relational roles between the two objects. Because of this equating of individual object translation, the "what ϩ where" theory would predict equal release from adaptation in both the translation and relation trial types.
A related theory of spatial relation encoding is that more pFs cells are devoted to foveal representation and this (along with other mechanisms) helps to encoding the spatial structure of a multiobject scene (Aggelopoulos & Rolls, 2005) . In Experiment 2, we specifically test this by manipulating not only relations between the objects but also their position relative to fixation.
Global and inter-object features theory. The pFs may include cells that are directly sensitive to 'global' or 'inter-object' Figure 1 . Experiment 1. (A) Trial types for experiment 1. (B) Possible S1 arrangements, chosen randomly and balanced across conditions. Red arrows show the direction of translation of the scene for Trans or T ؉ R trials. (C) Trial timing. (D) BOLD response in the pFs (n ϭ 6) for New Object task. (E) Adaptation release over Ident condition for New Object task. Hatched bar in the T ؉ R condition is its retinotopic prediction as described in the text. (F) BOLD response in the pFs (n ϭ 5) for Inverted task. (G) Adaptation release over Ident condition in the Inverted task. (H) BOLD response in the pFs (n ϭ 7) for Fixation-Color-Change task. (I) Adaptation release over Ident condition in the Fixation-Color-Change task.
3 NEURAL ENCODING OF RELATIVE POSITION visual features created by the relative arrangement of the two objects (e.g., DiCarlo & Cox, 2007; Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999a) . For example, a low spatial frequency vertical bar detector might fire more vigorously to a scene containing an elephant above a bus than to a scene containing the same two objects one to the left of the other. In Experiment 3, we include trial types that disrupt such global features, and we compare the pFs adaptation responses caused by global feature changes to those caused by relation changes.
Serial attention theory. Another suggestion for the encoding of multi-object scenes and spatial relations is that our attentional spotlight is caused to visit each object in turn (e.g., Treisman, 1998) . For example, when viewing a chair to the right of a table, the focus of covert attention might first land on the chair, resulting in the chair's feature set represented in the firing pattern of pFs cells and its absolute retinal position represented in the dorsal circuits controlling the attentional spotlight. A few tens to hundreds of milliseconds later, the attentional spotlight would dart to the table's position, its feature set would replace the chair's in the pFs, and its position would be relayed by dorsal circuits. This theory does not offer a complete solution to the problem of how a multi-object scene is understood (i.e., it does not explain how these temporally separate packets of information are eventually integrated into a single neural representation of the scene as a whole), but it does make clear predictions about the representation one should expect in the pFs: Objects should be represented one-at-atime in sequence. As we describe in more detail below, the most straightforward prediction of such a theory is that there would be no difference in adaptation between the translation and relation trials. fMRI Experiments 1-3 test predictions of this Serial Attention theory as well as Experiment 4 (a behavioral experiment).
Structural description theories. The above theories all shift the burden of extracting and explicitly representing relations from traditional visual areas to later brain regions, with the possible implication that relationships between objects are not explicitly represented in the visual system at all. One might ask, "Do such theories imply that when I look at an elephant above a bus that my experience of the spatial arrangement of these objects is more akin to cognitive reasoning than to direct visual perception?" Such concerns, and a host of psychophysical experiments backing up our intuition that we directly perceive visual spatial relations (Biederman, 1981 (Biederman, , 1987 Kim & Biederman, (2010) ; Logan, 1994; Pylyshyn, 2007) , have lead many theorists to propose that the final visual representation is not an unstructured bag of features but is instead a structural description.
Structural descriptions make explicit a distinction between the shape of a scene's entities (or an object's parts) and the spatial relationships among those entities (Biederman, 1987; Hummel & Biederman, 1992; Humphreys, 1987; Palmer, 1975; Winston & Horn, 1975) . To accomplish this, structural description models must posit a neural binding mechanism (von der Malsburg, 1999) that can somehow dynamically tag visual features as belonging to the same group. Importantly, structural description theories hold that multiple groups of bound features are represented simultaneously by the visual system (distinguishing them from the single spotlight grouping and segregation of the serial attention theory discussed above). This grouping and segregation of features parses a scene into multiple higher-order visual entities (i.e., objects or parts of objects). A crucial assumption of structural description theories is the proposal that feature-independent relational information is explicitly bound to these higher-order visual entities, that is, the elephant's features would be bound with the information that they are above the bus.
Bag-of-features theories and structural description theories make clear and contradictory predictions about how swapping the relational roles of visual entities will affect the final visual representation. As described above, bag-of-features models predict that such swapping, for example, elephant above bus to elephant below bus, will change the representation only to the extent that it creates new visual features (or destroys old ones) and to the extent that feature-detecting cells retain some degree of absolute position sensitivity. In contrast, the neural binding mechanisms employed by structural description theories essentially imply that the features of each object are bound to separate 'slots' in the pFs. Relation information is explicitly associated with each slot, for example, 'this slot contains the top object's features.' Crucially, this explicit representation of relations means that swapping the relational roles of visual entities, for example, so that the top and bottom objects switch positions, may potentially result in a wholesale swapping of slot contents. Thus, structural description models typically predict markedly greater sensitivity to the swapping of relational roles than do bag-of-features models and predict that this sensitivity will not be predictable from effects arising from global feature changes or the extent of translation. This is a key prediction that we test in the following experiments by comparing the release of fMRI adaptation due to a relation change to other types of scene changes. One of the most novel predictions of such theories is that a swapping of the relative positions of the objects between S1 and S2 presentations may be as disruptive to the neural representation as the presentation of entirely new objects. This prediction is tested in Experiment 1's Fixation-Color-Change task that equalizes motor response, feedback, and task effects between new object presentations and relation change conditions so they can be directly compared for BOLD response.
There are actually two different models of structural description theory that we must consider in analyzing our experiments.
Structural description by scene-centered receptive fields. pFs receptive fields may be biased toward a particular scenecentered position (e.g. top-of-scene) or relative to the covert locus of attention. This is a type of 'dynamic' spatial binding assumed by shifter-circuit models (Olshausen, Anderson, & Van Essen, 1993) , which differ from the 'what ϩ where' neurons considered earlier that can only statically bind features to particular retinal positions. The 'slots' in such a structural description coding are actually anatomically separate groups of neurons signaling only the features of the object which is in a particular relative position (e.g., a cell might signal 'elephant-trunk-feature-at-top-of-scene'). Such a coding scheme predicts that any altering of the relative positions of objects between S1 and S2 presentations will create a large change in neural representation. This prediction is tested in all of the experiments below, but most specifically in Experiment 5.
Structural description by neural object files. The anatomically distinct sets of pFs neurons described above do not necessarily have to be dedicated to a particular scene-centered position like 'on top'. The pFs might instead contain two or more such dedicated sets of cells where each set encodes the features of only one object in the scene but does so in a way that is independent of the absolute or relative position of the object. This is a literal 4 HAYWORTH, LESCROART, AND BIEDERMAN interpretation of the psychological theory of object files (Kahneman, Treisman, & Gibbs, 1992) in which the 'files' are assumed to be dedicated sets of pFs neurons. Under this theory, swapping the relations of objects between S1 and S2 would indeed result in a wholesale change of which neurons are firing in the pFs; however, if such a relation change could be tracked such that the same files were used for S1 and S2 encoding, then no release of adaptation in the pFs should be observed. Such feature-independent tracking is at the heart of FINST theory (Pylyshyn, 2007) , a scheme for how spatial relations are processed that posits an early visual system mechanism that preattentively assigns up to four FINSTs (tracking pointers) to objects. Object files and FINSTs are often considered together as part of a single theory (Pylyshyn, 2009) in which each FINST tracking an object's position is associated with a particular object file holding its feature representation.
Experiment 5, modeled after the object-reviewing paradigm of Kahneman et al. (1992) , replaces the blank interval between S1 and S2 with a dynamic display of moving empty boxes. This allowed us to compare relation changes that could be tracked vs. those that could not, allowing us to test this neural object files theory's predictions vs. other theories.
As one can see, there is no shortage of theories for how spatial relation encoding might be added to the default framework of visual processing. The important thing to note is that relatively straightforward predictions from each of these theories can be made for the pattern of fMRI adaptation that should be observed in the pFs for the scene rearrangement conditions and that these predictions differ widely among the different theories.
Experiment 1
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to test whether changing the relation between two objects would produce a change in the neural representation in object selective brain regions and to assess whether this change is greater than that which would be predicted by the translation of the individual objects themselves.
Method
Participants and data acquisition. Participants in this and later experiments were students at the University of Southern California (USC). All were screened for safety and gave written informed consent in accordance with USC's Institutional Review Board guidelines. MRI scanning was performed at USC's Dana and David Dornsife Cognitive Neuroscience Imaging Center on a Siemens Trio 3T scanner using a 12-channel head coil. T1weighted structural scans were performed using an MPRAGE sequence (TR ϭ 1,950 ms, TE ϭ 2.26 ms, 160 sagittal slices, 256 ϫ 256 matrix size, 1 ϫ 1 ϫ 1 mm voxels). Functional images were acquired using an echo planar imaging (EPI) pulse sequence (TR ϭ 1,000 ms, TE ϭ 30 ms, flip angle ϭ 65°, 64 ϫ 64 matrix size, in plane resolution 3 ϫ 3 mm, with 3-mm-thick slices, 16 roughly axial slices centered on the ventral aspects of the occipital and temporal lobes).
Experiment 1 involved three different tasks (described in detail below) performed by key press: New Object (N ϭ 6 participants), Inverted (N ϭ 5), and Fixation-Color-Change (N ϭ 7). The tasks allowed an assessment of the repeatability of the MRI results across different behavioral tasks. The same pattern of results appeared with all three tasks.
Procedure. Participants were shown S1/S2 sequences defining five trial types ( Figure 1A ): Identical (Ident), same objects, same retinal positions; Translation (Trans), same objects shifted relative to fixation but retaining their relational roles; Relation (Rel), same objects with swapped relational roles, with the extent of the shift for the individual objects equal to that of the Trans condition; Translation ϩ Relation (T ؉ R); or New Object (NewObj). The NewObj condition matched one of the previous trial types (with equal frequency) but with one of the objects changed between S1 and S2. The arrangement of objects in S1 was chosen randomly among eight possible arrangements ( Figure 1B ) and balanced across conditions. Given these S1 arrangements, the Rel and Trans conditions were matched not only for how far individual objects translated, but also for how often the individual objects translated across the vertical visual meridian.
Stimuli and presentation parameters. Trial sequence and timing for the New Object task are illustrated in ( Figure 1C ). Each trial lasted 2 s with S1 and S2 presentations of 200 ms each and a blank ISI of 300 ms. Objects were approximately 2.1°in diameter and centered 2.3°from fixation and 3.3°from each other. In both the Trans and Rel conditions, objects were shifted 3.3°. Object stimuli were chosen randomly (balanced across conditions) from 70 possible gray scale drawings of common objects.
For the Inverted and Fixation-Color-Change tasks, the S1 and S2 presentation times were shortened to 100 ms each, and the blank ISI was lengthened to 500 ms. The shortening of the exposure duration was done to reduce any possibility of eye movements or multiple attentional shifts during the presentation of the objects. Object stimuli sizes were as above but consisted of 39 line drawings of common objects. Each participant was administered four runs, with 218 trials per run.
Tasks. Participants performing the New Object task were to detect NewObj trials. This task ensured that participants had to process both objects in the S1 presentation as well as both objects in the S2 presentation, but the task was orthogonal to the relations and translation changes being studied, that is, the optimal strategy was to ignore both relations and translations. Feedback was provided only after a button press, that is, only when the participant correctly detected a NewObj trial or when the participant false alarmed to one of the other trial types. The color of the fixation dot changed to green for a correct response, and the fixation dot changed to a small red x after an incorrect response. The BOLD analysis presented below excludes error trials meaning that all of the crucial comparisons of condition types (i.e., Ident, Trans, Rel, and T ؉ R) involve no feedback and no motor response. Participants were instructed to maintain fixation. That they were able to do so in this and the following experiments was verified with eye-tracking data (See Supplementary Note 1). Participants performing the Inverted task were to detect whether one of the objects, either in S1 or S2, was presented inverted (upside down) relative to its canonical view. That is, in this Inverted task, there was never a new object presented in S2 that was not present in S1. Like the NewObj task, this Inverted task required that both objects in S1 and both objects in S2 be processed and orthogonal to relation and translation changes. Crucially, the Inverted task did not rely on an explicit memory of the S1 objects' identities. Feedback was provided as before.
For the Fixation-Color-Change task, participants were to detect a change in the color of the fixation dot that would occur imme-diately after the S2 presentation. The color change occurred on 14% of the trials and was balanced across all conditions. Participants were asked to monitor the objects sufficiently to understand the objects and scenes but were not required to respond to them in any way. No feedback was provided.
Analysis.
All fMRI data were temporally interpolated to correct for timing differences in slice acquisition times, corrected for head motion, high-pass filtered to remove low-frequency drift with a frequency kernel of 3 cycles/scan, and spatially smoothed with a 4-mm Gaussian kernel. Regions of interest (ROIs) were defined for each participant individually using separate localizer scans. The LOC was defined according to standard procedures (a contrast of intact objects to scrambled objects) and then divided approximately in half (respecting natural peaks/gaps in activity) into anterior/ventral (pFs) and posterior/lateral (LO) regions. Mean Talairach coordinates for the left and right pFs were (-37,-51,-15) and (31,-48,-15) , respectively, and for left and right LO (-42,-75,-8) and (37,-75,-9), respectively. The mean ROI size for the pFs and the LO were 9,052 voxels (SD ϭ 3,590) and 16,397 voxels (SD ϭ 7,421), respectively. All deconvolution analyses were performed on the mean activity of each ROI within individual participants. The hemodynamic response function was modeled with 10 predictors (TRs) per condition. Beta values from the general linear model regression were converted to percent signal change by dividing by the grand mean for each condition and multiplying by 100. To obtain a single activation value for each condition, the time points spanning the peak of the hemodynamic response (4 to 7 s after stimulus onset) were averaged. Individual values for Trans, Rel, T ؉ R, and NewObj conditions were divided by the Ident condition to create a percent release from adaptation index.
For each experiment, a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed followed by prescribed planned comparisons (e.g., in Experiment 1, a comparison between the translation-matched Trans and Rel conditions). For each of these planned comparisons, a paired t test (twotailed) was performed. The reported significance values are from this comparison.
Results
New object task. The deconvolved BOLD response for each of the conditions averaged over all participants in the New Object task is shown in Figure 1D . The Ident condition gave the lowest response and the NewObj condition the greatest, as expected from previous adaptation studies. Other conditions were intermediate between these. Percent release from adaptation for each condition is plotted in Figure 1E . pFs adaptation varied significantly between the conditions, F(3, 15) ϭ 26.3, p Ͻ .001.
The 55% release from adaptation in the Rel condition was markedly greater than the 14% release in the Trans condition ( p ϭ .003, planned comparison) despite their matched retinal displacements. The small release from adaptation in the Trans condition is consistent with previous results showing substantial translation invariance in the pFs (Grill-Spector et al., 1999) . The T ؉ R trial type was included to test for the possibility that the greater release from adaptation in the Rel condition was due to masking as S2 objects appeared directly over previous S1 objects. Because objects were shifted further (i.e., along the diagonal) in the T ؉ R than in the Trans condition, we computed a "retinotopic predic-tion" for this condition as ͌2 times the BOLD release in the Trans condition. This prediction is shown in Figure 1E as the hatched bar. The T ؉ R release (38%) was significantly greater than its retinotopic prediction ( p ϭ .02). Although the release in the Rel condition was greater than that of T ؉ R, this difference did not reach significance ( p ϭ .11).
Behavioral accuracy (Supplementary Note 2) in all the experiments was high for all conditions. Rel and T ؉ R conditions produced significantly more false alarms (7% and 6%, respectively, in this experiment) than Ident and Trans trials (Ͻ1% for both), consistent with the assumption that BOLD adaptation reflects the similarity of S2 to S1 and that the spatial relation between S1 and S2 is an integral part of that similarity. The source of this behavioral difference between conditions is explored more fully in Experiment 4 below. The separate tasks (Inverted and Fixation-Color-Change) below were run as controls to verify that the fMRI results reported are independent of task. Only correct trials are included in the BOLD analysis in this and all later experiments. Inclusion of error trials gave the same results. Supplementary Note 3 presents analyses that include error trials and the data for cortical region LO.
Inverted task. The deconvolved BOLD response averaged over the five participants run in the Inverted task is shown in Figure 1F , and the percent release over the Ident condition is shown in Figure 1G . The Rel condition again gave significantly greater release than its matched Trans condition ( p ϭ .03), and the T ؉ R condition again gave significantly greater release than its retinotopic prediction ( p ϭ .045).
Fixation-Color-Change task. The deconvolved BOLD response averaged over the seven participants run in the Fixation-Color-Change task is shown in Figure 1H , and the percent release over the Ident condition is shown in Figure 1I . The Trans condition's BOLD response was actually slightly lower than that of the Ident condition, however, not significantly so ( p ϭ .25). The Rel condition again gave significantly greater release than its matched Trans condition ( p ϭ .008), and the T ؉ R condition again gave significantly greater release than its retinotopic prediction ( p ϭ .006).
Discussion
Across all three tasks, the relation change trials (Rel and T ؉ R) produced a significant release from BOLD adaptation. This result argues against the Superimposed Feature Sets theory described above. Further, the Trans condition elicited significantly less release than the Rel condition even though the two were matched for individual object translation. This result argues against the "What ϩ Where" theory described above. These results were remarkably consistent: The pattern of Rel and T ؉ R conditions showing greater BOLD release than the Trans condition was shown by every participant for all three tasks.
The Fixation-Color-Change task additionally allows for an evaluation of how the NewObj condition's BOLD response compares to the other conditions. NewObj trials in the NewObj task always included a motor response and feedback signaling correct detection. Thus, the BOLD response to this NewObj condition cannot be directly compared with the other conditions (that uniformly did not involve a motor response or a feedback 6 HAYWORTH, LESCROART, AND BIEDERMAN signal). However, the NewObj condition in the Fixation-Color-Change task was equated with all other conditions for motor response and feedback and thus allows for direct comparison of the BOLD response across conditions. As seen in Figure 1I , the NewObj condition in the Fixation-Color-Change task gave a 40% BOLD release over the Ident condition, which was only moderately greater, and not significantly so, than the Rel and T ؉ R conditions (27% and 35%, respectively). That is, the BOLD release for the relation change conditions is almost as large as when a new object appears in S2. Recall that this was one of the most counterintuitive predictions of structural description theories-that a relation change will sometimes produce a wholesale swapping of feature contents between pFs slots and, therefore, as large a change in neural representation as would be generated by an entirely new object being presented.
Experiment 2
In the previous experiment, all stimuli were presented an equal distance from fixation. If fixation was biased toward, say, the upper object, then one of the objects in S1 might have dominated the representation in the pFs due to the disproportionate amount of visual cortex and of late-stage areas in particular devoted to representation of the fovea (Hasson, Levy, Behrmann, Hendler, & Malach, 2002; Levy, Hasson, Avidan, Hendler, & Malach, 2001) . A swapping of roles (as in Rel trials) would then switch which object was overrepresented and thus produce a greater representational change than on Trans trials. As discussed above, such foveal overrepresentation in the pFs (along with spatially biased receptive fields and inhibition between neurons) has been suggested as a possible mechanism for encoding the spatial relations of objects in a scene (Aggelopoulos & Rolls, 2005) . In this experiment, we test this possibility.
Method
Participants and data acquisition. Six participants were run in this experiment. Scanning parameters were the same as in Experiment 1.
Procedure. To test the possibility that foveal overrepresentation in the pFs may explain the results of Experiment 1, and also to assess the sensitivity of this experimental paradigm to fixation in general, in Experiment 2, one object of each scene was presented closer to fixation. Which object was presented closer to fixation was systematically varied between S1 and S2, creating an experiment with six conditions [two different types of translation conditions (T1, T2), and two different types of relation change conditions (T1 ؉ R, T2 ؉ R) along with Ident and NewObj conditions (Figure 2A) ]. In T2 and T1 ؉ R trials, the object that was closest to fixation changed between S1 and S2. If the representation in the pFs was dominated by foveal overrepresentation, one would expect a greater release from adaptation for these trial types than for T1 and T2 ؉ R trials. The hypothesis that relations are explicitly encoded gives a different prediction, namely, that the relation-change trial types (T1 ؉ R, T2 ؉ R) should give the greatest release.
There were eight possible S1 starting arrangements shown in Figure 2B . Given these S1 arrangements, the T1, T2, T1 ؉ R, and T2 ؉ R conditions were matched for how often the individual objects translated across the vertical visual meridian.
Stimuli, task, and presentation parameters. Trial sequence and timing are illustrated in Figure 2C . Each trial lasted 2 s with S1 and S2 presentations each lasting 100 ms and the blank ISI lasting 500 ms. Objects were approximately 1.8°in diameter, 2.6°and 4.1°from fixation, and 2.3°from each other. T1 translations were orthogonal to an imaginary axis connecting the two objects; T2 translations were collinear to the axis. Extent of T1 and T2 translation was 4.6°. Object stimuli were chosen randomly (balanced across conditions) from 48 possible line drawings of common objects.
Five of the six participants were administered four runs, and the sixth was administered seven runs. Each run had a total of 345 trials. Their task was to detect (by key press) NewObj trials. Feedback was provided as in Experiment 1, that is, only when the participant correctly detected a NewObj trial or when the participant false alarmed to one of the other trial types. The BOLD analysis presented below excludes error trials, meaning that all of the crucial comparisons of condition types (i.e., Ident, T1, T2, T1 ؉ R, and T2 ؉ R) involve no feedback and no motor response. Participants were instructed to maintain fixation.
Analysis. ROI definition, fMRI preprocessing, hemodynamic response deconvolution, calculation of peak percent release from adaptation, and statistical tests were the same as Experiment 1.
Results
Overall behavioral accuracy (Supplementary Note 2) was high. Relation change conditions (T1 ؉ R and T2 ؉ R) produced significantly more false alarms (16% and 8%, respectively) than Ident, T1, and T2 trials (Ͻ3% for all).
The deconvolved BOLD response for each of the conditions averaged over all participants is shown in Figure 2D , and the percent release of adaptation is shown in Figure 2E . Adaptation in the pFs varied significantly between the conditions, F(4, 20) ϭ 32.8, p Ͻ .001. As in Experiment 1, the relation conditions (T1 ؉ R, T2 ؉ R) produced significantly larger releases from adaptation ( Figure 2E ) than their corresponding translations (T1, T2). The T1 ؉ R condition produced a 57% release, and the T2 ؉ R condition produced a 41% release. These were both significantly greater than their corresponding pure translation conditions T1 and T2 ( p ϭ .03 and p ϭ .002, respectively) and not significantly different from each other ( p ϭ .14). The T1 condition produced a 17% release that was larger (but not significantly so, p ϭ .29) than the 10% release produced by T2. If a change in the object that fell nearer to the fovea dominated the effect, the ordering of T1 and T2 should have been opposite with the release in T2 greater than in T1.
Discussion
These results replicate the results of Experiment 1 and, in addition, suggest that foveal overrepresentation effects in the pFs play only a minor role when compared to variations in the relative position between objects.
Experiment 3
A plausible extension of bag-of-features theories relies on global-feature-detecting cells to encode relationships between objects. The purpose of this experiment was to test whether sensi-7 NEURAL ENCODING OF RELATIVE POSITION tivity to global and inter-object features in the pFs could explain why a change in the relation between two objects produced greater release from adaptation than translations of the objects in the previous experiments. As described in the introduction, such global feature detecting cells have been proposed as one solution to the spatial relation-encoding problem.
The separation of the objects in the prior experiments should have markedly reduced the availability of between-object features, 8 HAYWORTH, LESCROART, AND BIEDERMAN and the use of line drawings reduced the possibility of differential luminance changes in relation trials. That we merely swapped the relational roles of the objects-for example, exchanging which one was on top and which was on bottom-rather than changing a top-of to a side-of relation avoided a change in the overall shape of the display. However, there remain other types of image features that may change during relation trials but not during translation trials. Four classes of these "global features," inter-object, scene outline, low frequency, and global shape, are depicted in Figure   3A . In this experiment, we included trial types where such global features were disrupted and compared the magnitude of the release from adaptation in the pFs to that caused by relation changes per se.
Method
Subjects, design, and procedure. Six participants were run in this experiment. Scanning parameters were the same as in 
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NEURAL ENCODING OF RELATIVE POSITION Experiment 1. The same conditions as in Experiment 1 were run except that each object was framed by a grating (Figure 3B ). The frames provided control over the inter-object features as well as those involved in the silhouette of the display and allowed for control of differential luminance and density. The frames in S1 always differed from each other in both spatial frequency and orientation. To allow maximal opportunity to observe an effect of global features (GFs), the frames were changed maximally between S1 and S2 for the Ident ؉ GF and Trans ؉ GF trials (e.g., low-density -Ͼ high-density, diagonal -Ͼ non-diagonal) but were left unchanged between S1 and S2 in the Rel and T ؉ R trials. If there was to be an effect of global features, the design thus worked against the pattern of BOLD adaptation results observed in Experiments 1 and 2.
To test whether these GF manipulations were effectively addressing the expectations based on bag-of-features theories, we ran the stimuli through the "Standard Model" (Serre et al., 2005) , a widely cited bag-of-features model. The code for the model is available at http://cbcl.mit.edu/software-datasets/standardmodel/ index.html. S1 and S2 images for each condition type (including grating frames) were run through the model, resulting in a vector of C2-layer (second complex cell layer) activation values presumed to correspond to the responses of translation-invariant neurons in the final stage of visual representation. The distance between the two scenes' C2 layer response vectors (one minus the correlation between the two C2 vectors) was taken as a prediction of the amount of release from adaptation that those scenes would produce. As shown in Figure 3D , the model indeed predicted that the Ident ؉ GF and Trans ؉ GF conditions would show greater BOLD responses than Rel and T ؉ R, that is, it predicted a reversal of our previous results.
Stimuli and presentation parameters. Trial sequence and timing are illustrated in Figure 3C . Each trial lasted 2 s. Two participants were run with 100 ms S1 and S2 presentation times and four others with 50 ms. The blank ISI lasted for 500 ms. The shortening of the exposure duration to 50 ms was done to further reduce any possibility of eye movements or multiple attentional shifts during the presentation of the objects. Objects were approximately 1.8°in diameter and centered 2.3°from fixation and 3.3°f rom each other. Frame widths were 3.3°. In both the Trans ؉ GF and Rel conditions, objects were shifted 3.3°. Possible S1 starting arrangements were the same as in Experiment 1. Object stimuli were chosen randomly (balanced across conditions) from 48 possible line drawings of common objects. Each participant was administered either five or six runs, each with 218 trials.
Task. The task was to detect (by key press) NewObj trials, and feedback was provided as in Experiment 2. As in the prior experiments, BOLD analysis presented below excludes error trials meaning that all of the crucial comparisons of condition types (i.e., Ident ؉ GF, Trans ؉ GF, Rel, and T ؉ R) involve no feedback and no motor response. Participants were instructed to maintain fixation.
Analysis. ROI definition, fMRI preprocessing, hemodynamic response deconvolution, and computation of percent signal change were the same as in Experiments 1 and 2. Because the Ident condition in this experiment was affected by our control manipulation, it no longer provided an appropriate baseline from which to compute an absolute value for the release from adaptation. Thus, we left the activations for each condition in units of percent signal change. Because the difference between percent release and pure percent BOLD is a matter of division by a constant, the two measures can be similarly interpreted.
Results
As in the other experiments, behavioral accuracy (Supplementary Note 2) was high over all with relation change conditions (Rel and T ؉ R), producing significantly more false alarms (19% and 16%, respectively) than the Ident ؉ GF and Trans ؉ GF conditions (Ͻ3% for both).
The deconvolved BOLD response for each of the conditions averaged over all participants is shown in Figure 3E and F. The pFs BOLD results varied significantly between the conditions, F(4, 20) ϭ 25.1, p Ͻ .001. Despite the variation of GFs that, if potent, should have reduced or even reversed the difference between conditions, the Rel and T ؉ R conditions still produced greater BOLD responses (0.28% and 0.27%, respectively) than those produced in the Trans ؉ GF condition (0.20%) ( p ϭ .001 and p ϭ .01, respectively). The predictions of the standard model ( Figure 3D ) are thus exactly opposite to what was observed ( Figure 3F ).
Discussion
These results suggest that the sensitivity of the pFs to relational roles cannot simply be explained by a feature hierarchy containing cells responsive to the types of global features depicted in Figure  3A , because the surrounding frames effectively disrupted such global features.
A possible objection might be that if bag-of-features models were augmented with more complicated mechanisms for grouping the features within objects and segregating them from background features, then the surrounding frames could be "filtered out" at a lower level than the pFs, thus allowing the pFs to "see" the global features undisrupted by the frames. In fact, however, bag-offeatures theorists (e.g., Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999a ) eschew such segmentation mechanisms, arguing that they are an unnecessary complication required only by structural description models. Instead, they argue that any such segmentation is performed via feed-forward feature detection. It is exactly this type of feedforward detection of global features that the surrounding frames were designed to disrupt.
Experiment 4
Experiments 1, 2, and 3 above demonstrate that the pFs is more sensitive to the swapping of relational roles of objects than would be predicted by bag-of-features theories, including those augmented with "what ϩ where" cells or with cells responsive to global and inter-object features. However, we have not yet considered the Serial Attention theory of relational processing that suggests that only one object at a time is encoded in the pFs.
One simple way to explain the results so far in terms of such a serial attention theory would be to suggest that the participants were only able to process one object in S1 and only one object in S2. If the participant was unable to process both objects in the available time, then s/he might simply attend to, for example, only the top object. The top object would change identity in Rel trials 10 HAYWORTH, LESCROART, AND BIEDERMAN but not in Trans trials, thus compactly explaining our results. It is important to note that for this explanation to hold the participant would have had to miss (not encode) an object in S1 and then again miss one in S2 on the same trial. If an object was missed only in S1 (or S2), Trans should have shown as much release from adaptation as Rel.
Such an explanation of our results is highly unlikely because the NewObj and Inverted tasks required successful processing of both objects on S1 and S2, and performance accuracy was quite high in all three experiments (95% correct on Experiment 1, 92% on Experiment 2, and 88% on Experiment 3). We analyzed BOLD responses both with and without error trials and saw no difference in the pattern of adaptation (see Supplementary Note 3) .
Experiment 4 was designed as a behavioral test that could completely rule out this potential explanation of our results.
Method
After a self-initiated button press, a two-object scene was presented for 33-50 ms followed by a completely effective mask after a variable stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) ( Figure 4A ). Three participants were required to write down the names of both objects and their relative positions. Unless both objects were correctly named and their spatial relation accurately specified, the trial was counted as an error.
The stimuli for the experiment were 37 line drawings chosen from the same set used for the fMRI Experiments 2 and 3. The contrast of these line drawings was reduced (light gray lines on dark gray background). Each presentation of a scene was followed after a variable SOA by one of a set of four high-contrast masks. The masks were custom designed such that if any line drawing and any mask were superimposed (added intensity values), the object was unrecognizable even with lengthy presentation times (i.e., the masks were totally effective).
Results
Results for each of the three participants are presented in Figure  4B . Performance was above chance even at 67 ms SOA and approached a ceiling at 167 ms.
Discussion
This experiment shows that both objects and their relation can be successfully processed in a two-object scene in much less than 200 ms even under degraded stimulus conditions. In the fMRI experiments above, no masks were used, and participants had at least 500 ms to process S1 before the appearance of S2. We conclude that there was more than enough time to process both objects during S1 and S2.
From this result, an immediate question arises, "Why did those participants that were run in the New Object task in the above MRI experiments show a tendency to false alarm on relation change trials when this behavioral experiment seems to suggest that such a task should be trivial given the presentation times involved?" We hypothesize that the main source of behavioral false alarms on relation trials was not incomplete encoding of objects but, instead, interference to the memory trace of S1 when encoding S2. Such memory interference is directly predicted by structural description models if one assumes that within-slot comparisons are easy but between-slot comparisons are more difficult.
This behavioral experiment shows that there was sufficient time to process both objects in S1 and in S2 in the fMRI experiments, but it does not address whether this processing of objects involved serial attention shifts to each object in turn and sequential representation of each object in turn in the pFs as suggested by Serial Attention theory. Presentation times in the fMRI experiments varied from 200 ms down to 50 ms without changing the basic pattern of fMRI results. Most theories of attention would rule out Low-contrast two-object scenes were presented for 50 ms for participant #1 and 33 ms for participants #2 and #3, followed by a 100-ms mask at a variable SOA. Participants were required to write down the names of both objects and their spatial relationship. (B) Percent of trials where both objects were correctly identified, as well as their relative spatial relationship, plotted vs. SOA.
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NEURAL ENCODING OF RELATIVE POSITION two attentional fixations over such durations, especially at the shortest presentation times (Horowitz, Holcombe, Wolfe, Arsenio, & DiMase, 2004; McMains & Somers, 2004; Ward, Duncan, & Shapiro, 1996) , and we know of no evidence that neurons in IT cortex switch between representations so rapidly when processing multi-object scenes. Several single unit experiments involving multi-object stimuli have, in effect, tested for such timing differences and have found none (Aggelopoulos & Rolls, 2005; Chelazzi, Duncan, Miller, & Desimone, 1998) . Those data and the masked naming experiment described here strongly imply that both of the scene's objects were processed together as opposed to serially and thus are represented simultaneously in the pFs.
However, even if one assumes that objects were processed serially, this does not predict the fMRI results seen. Consider three plausible ways that shifts could be ordered: 1) first object highlighted by attention is chosen randomly, 2) object toward top left is highlighted first, and 3) most salient object is highlighted first. Under the assumption of attention shifts, these scenarios determine the serial order of representations in the pFs for each experimental condition, but none of these possible serial orderings gives a clear prediction that Rel trials should produce greater activation than Trans trials. Indeed, the most likely prediction would seem to be that the conditions should all produce equal activation.
Experiment 5
The results of Experiments 1-4 above disconfirmed the predictions of the bag-of-features and Serial Attention theories of multiobject spatial relations processing. From our above list, this leaves the theories of Structural Description by Scene-centered Receptive Fields and Structural Description by Neural Object Files. Both are equally adept at predicting the fMRI results we have presented so far. Recall that the key predictive difference between these two theories as they pertain to our fMRI scene rearrangement stimuli is that the Neural Object Files theory predicts that the release of adaptation seen in relation change trials will disappear if the relation change can be tracked between S1 and S2. In contrast, a Scene-Centered Receptive Fields theory would predict as robust a release of adaptation whether the relation change can be tracked or not.
Method
Participants and data acquisition. Eight participants were run in this experiment. Scanning parameters were the same as in Experiment 1 except that a TR of 2,000 ms was used for the functional scans with an in plane resolution of 3 ϫ 3 mm, 2.5mm-thick slices, and 41 axial slices covering the whole brain.
Procedure. We adapted the object reviewing paradigm of (Kahneman et al., 1992) as follows: Each trial lasted 2 s during which participants viewed a 200 ms S1 consisting of two separated objects each enclosed by a box outline ( Figure 5A & B) . This was followed by a 300-ms dynamic rearrangement in which the objects disappeared but the empty boxes remained and moved smoothly to new screen positions. This was immediately followed by a 200-ms S2 where objects reappeared within the now stationary boxes.
Box movement and the S1-S2 congruency of their contents defined four trial types (shown in Figure 5A ): SDC (Same Direction Congruent) in which both boxes moved in the same direction and S2 objects reappeared in the same boxes they did in S1 (e.g., elephant above bus-Ͼ elephant above bus); SDI (Same Direction Incongruent) in which boxes moved in the same direction, but objects swapped boxes between S1 and S2 (e.g., elephant above bus-Ͼ bus above elephant); ODC (Opposite Direction Congruent) in which the boxes moved in opposite directions, with the S2 objects remaining in the same boxes as S1 (e.g., elephant above bus-Ͼ elephant side-of bus), and ODI (Opposite Direction Incongruent) in which boxes moved in opposite directions, and objects swapped boxes between S1 and S2 (e.g., elephant above bus-Ͼ elephant side-of bus). There was also fifth trial type, the behavioral target, NewObj (new object), which consisted of one of the above types where one of the objects changed identity between S1 and S2.
Stimulus and presentation parameters. Objects were approximately 2.5°in diameter, surrounding boxes were 3°wide. In both S1 and S2, objects always appeared at the same eccentricity (on an imaginary circle 3.5°from the fixation dot); boxes translated on straight paths between their S1 and S2 positions (translation extent was 5°). Object stimuli were chosen randomly (balanced across conditions) from 48 possible line drawings of common objects.
Seven of the eight participants were administered four runs, with the eighth administered only three runs. Each run had a total of 218 trials.
Task. The participant had to signal (by key press) if a new object was present in S2 that had not appeared in S1. In this way, participants were required to process both objects in S1 and both objects again in S2. Participants were told that the position of the boxes and objects were to be ignored in the behavioral task. Feedback was provided as in Experiment 1, that is, only when the participant correctly detected a NewObj trial or when the participant false alarmed to one of the other trial types. As in the prior experiments, BOLD analysis presented below excludes error trials meaning that all of the crucial comparisons of condition types (i.e. SDC, ODC, SDI, and ODI) involve no feedback and no motor response. Participants were instructed to maintain fixation.
Analysis. ROI definition, fMRI preprocessing, hemodynamic response deconvolution, and computation of percent signal change were the same as Experiments 1, 2, and 3. A single peak activation value per condition was obtained by averaging the time points 4 and 6 s after condition onset. Because there was no Ident condition, activation values were left in units of percent signal change.
Results
Participants performed well above chance on the new object detection task, but the incongruent trials (SDI and ODI) produced more false alarms (21% and 11%, respectively) than the congruent trials (SDC and ODC, 1.4% and 2.7%, respectively). More detailed behavioral results are provided in Supplementary Note 2. Figure 5D shows the peak BOLD response in the pFs averaged over all participants. As expected from the previous experiments, the SDC condition (which amounts to a simple translation of the entire scene between S1 and S2) showed the lowest BOLD response, and the SDI condition (in which the relational roles of the objects swap between S1 and S2 as they did in previous experiments' Trans ϩ Rel condition) demonstrated a robust release of adaptation above this ( p ϭ .0002). Crucially, the ODC and the 12 HAYWORTH, LESCROART, AND BIEDERMAN Figure 5 . Experiment 5. (A) Trial types. (The objects are here shown as black drawings on a white background, but the actual experimental stimuli were white drawings on a black background.) (B) Trial timing. (C) Possible S1 arrangements. Note that these differ for the SDC and SDI trials vs. the ODC and ODI trials in order to maintain constant eccentricity for objects in S1 and S2 presentations. (D) Peak BOLD response in the pFs averaged across participants (N ϭ 8).
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ODI conditions (which should be equivalent if box tracking were not a factor) gave significantly different BOLD responses, with ODI showing the larger BOLD release ( p ϭ .0005). The ODC condition's BOLD response was slightly but not significantly ( p ϭ .08) higher than SDC baseline. Both incongruent (SDI and ODI) conditions gave BOLD releases significantly greater than the SDC baseline ( p ϭ .0002 and p ϭ .001, respectively) and not significantly different from each other ( p ϭ .77).
Discussion
These fMRI results are consistent with the predictions of the Structural Description by Neural Object Files theory but not with the Scene-centered Receptive Fields theory. Even though the scene-centered relations between objects changed in the ODC condition, because this change was consistent with box tracking, it did not result in a significant release from BOLD adaptation. This held true even though in the ODC trials global features changed maximally (e.g., objects aligned vertically in S1 to objects aligned horizontally in S2).
As described in the introduction, Neural Object Files theory predicts that the two objects presented in S1 will be assigned to separate slots in the pFs. These slot assignments will track with the empty boxes after S1. When objects reappear in S2, as long as their box assignments are the same as they were in S1 so will their pFs slot assignments. We would expect a wholesale swapping of feature contents in the incongruent trials (SDI and ODI) but essentially an unchanged representation in the congruent trials (SDC and ODC), which was exactly what was observed.
There was a trend for the ODC condition to be larger than the SDC baseline across participants, even though this trend was not statistically significant. This hints at a marginal sensitivity to scene-centered relations in pFs. This trend was even more evident in region LO, although it was still not statistically significant (see Supplementary Note 4). A possible interpretation of this trend is that the position-abstracted object files representation clearly evident in the pFs results is gradually built up as one progresses along the ventral visual stream. An intermediate stage in this process of position abstraction may involve cells near the LO whose receptive fields are biased in a scene-centered manner, but further experiments are necessary to address this adequately. Next, we present an additional analysis of relation sensitivity across ventral stream regions.
Additional Analysis

Response Across Ventral Stream Regions
An analysis of Experiment 1's BOLD results over each individual region in the ventral stream (i.e., V1, V2, V3, V4, LO, and pFs) was performed as follows: For five of the seven participants run in Experiment 1's Fixation-Color-Change task, additional highquality T1-weighted anatomical volumes and standard retinotopic localizers consisting of rotating wedges and expanding rings (Engel, Glover, & Wandell, 1997) were acquired in separate scanning sessions. These results were used to create flattened cortical maps for each participant and to demarcate the retinotopic boundaries of each participant's V1, V2, V3, and V4 (ventral extent) using the standard voxel-wise correlation method (Engel et al., 1997) .
Because the stimuli used in Experiment 1 always appeared off fixation, it was important to localize only those parts of these retinotopic regions that were actually responsive to the stimuli. To do this, the hemodynamic response function of each brain voxel was modeled with 10 predictors (TRs) per condition as described in the Method section of Experiment 1, and a contrast was generated to determine those voxels that showed greater activation at time points 4 and 5 s than for time points 0, 7, 8, and 9 s after stimulus onset for all conditions (Ident, Trans, Rel, T ؉ R, and NewObj), that is, a contrast showing all voxels that gave peaked response to our stimuli regardless of condition. A t test falsedetection threshold of 5% was used to select all such voxels within each ventral stream ROI (V1, V2, V3, V4, LO, and pFs). This process created six new ROIs restricted to include only responsive voxels. Figure 6A and B shows the peak BOLD response within each of these ROIs averaged across all participants (N ϭ 5). The conditions containing translation of the entire scene (i.e., the Trans and the T ؉ R conditions) show the greatest BOLD response in early visual areas (V1, V2, and V3) and Rel and Ident trials show the lowest BOLD response in these early areas. A t test over these five participants shows that this trend for Trans Ͼ Rel reached significance in area V1 ( p ϭ .049). This presumably reflects these early visual areas' known sensitivity to absolute retinal position with receptive field sizes typically smaller than the visual angle of the scene translations. As we progress along the ventral stream, this pattern undergoes a dramatic crossover between the Trans and Rel conditions such that in the pFs ROI, the relation change conditions (Rel and T ؉ R) show the greatest BOLD response, and the Ident and Trans show the smallest. A t test over these five participants shows that this trend for Rel Ͼ Trans reached significance in both the LO and pFs ( p ϭ .02 and p ϭ .009, respectively). This clearly demonstrates a switch from a representation conveying absolute retinal position to one conveying mainly relative position (i.e., relations among objects).
The NewObj condition shows a response intermediate between the other conditions in the early visual regions (which is understandable given that it is composed of an equal number of the four other trial types where in addition one of the objects changes identity between S1 and S2), but by the LO and pFs, this NewObj condition produces a BOLD response equivalent to the relation change conditions (Rel and T ؉ R).
Whole Brain Overview Analysis
Six additional participants were run on Experiment 1's Fixation-Color-Change task but this time participants were scanned with a TR ϭ 2 s. This allowed fMRI images to be obtained across the whole brain (as opposed to just the ventral aspects as was the case for Experiment 1 participants which used TR ϭ 1 s). The data from each of the six participants were combined into a single Talairach-registered dataset. A contrast was generated to determine those voxels that showed greater activation at time points 4 and 6 s after stimulus onset than for time points 0, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 , and 20 s after stimulus onset for all conditions (Ident, Trans, Rel, T ؉ R, and NewObj) and this was combined (BrainVoyager conjunction contrast) with a contrast to determine voxels whose time points 4 and 6 s after stimulus onset were greater in the Rel condition than the Trans 14 HAYWORTH, LESCROART, AND BIEDERMAN condition. This contrast can be interpreted as a search for those voxels showing a peaked response to the stimuli across all conditions and that showed a greater peak for the Rel condition than the Trans condition. Figure 6C shows the result of this whole brain analysis with a t threshold of p ϭ .007 (uncorrected). The results on ventral stream regions conform precisely with those seen in the previously described analysis-only later ventral stream regions (around the anatomical region of the LO and pFs) show greater BOLD response to Rel trials over Trans trials, early ventral stream regions do not show this preference. Other brain regions showing greater BOLD for Rel trials than Trans include parts of the parietal lobe around the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and parts of the frontal cortex. As the superior IPS has been implicated in neural theories of object files and has been suggested as a possible site of "feature bindings" in such theories (Xu & Chun, 2009 ), we defined a superior IPS region of interest for five of these six participants based on the visual memory method described in (Xu & Chun, 2006 ). An ROI analysis across these five participants for this region showed significantly greater BOLD for Rel over Trans ( p ϭ .02) and marginally greater BOLD for T ؉ R over Trans ( p ϭ .14) . This result is generally consistent with such a suggested role for superior IPS given the hypothesis that feature bindings are swapped in Rel conditions but not Trans conditions. Figure 6D shows a similar whole brain analysis for the eight participants run in Experiment 5 (the box movement experiment). All eight participants' data were combined into a single Talairach-registered dataset, and a contrast was performed that looked for those voxels showing a peaked response to the stimuli across conditions and that showed a greater peak for the Incongruent conditions (SDI and ODI) than the Congruent conditions (SDC and ODC). Only the pFs, the most anterior region of the ventral stream, showed this pattern, it was not evident in the LO or any earlier regions. A subject-based region of interest analysis over the LO verified this (Supplementary Note 4) Other brain regions showing this "object files" pattern included bilateral regions in the parietal lobe around the IPS and parts of the frontal cortex. These look to be the same regions which showed Rel Ͼ Trans in Figure 6C . Comparing Figure 6D to 6C, we see that differential activation was also seen in the anterior cingulate and bilateral anterior insular cortex in Experiment 5 but not in Experiment 1's Fixation-Color-Change task. This divergence in these two brain regions probably reflects the different tasks used in the two experiments.
General Discussion
After the presentation of a two-object scene, Structural Description theories would hypothesize that the visual system segregates object features from background features, dynamically binds together the features composing each object, and then assigns each object's bundled features to separate 'slots' in pFs and other brain areas. Relation information is explicitly associated with each slot creating a neural representation of the scene with the syntactic structure (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988) necessary to support the types of symbolic reasoning posited by models of executive brain functions (Anderson, 2004) . Such a Structural Description representation can be argued to be a necessary prerequisite to support true 'understanding' of visual structure.
Some of the alternative theories we discussed in the introduction include bag-of-features models in which areas like the pFs would convey relational information only implicitly in the form of global features and/or in the form of cells having incomplete translation invariance, and Serial Attention models in which each object would be separately represented in the pFs in turn.
As predicted by Structural Description theories, the pFs showed sensitivity (increased BOLD response) to changing the relative relations between objects. This could not be explained by sensitivity to global features (Experiment 3), or by sensitivity to the retinal translation of object features (Experiments 1-3) . Likewise, as discussed in Experiment 4, Serial Attention models do not predict the observed pattern of fMRI adaptation. Furthermore, when experimental conditions controlled the new object condition for feedback and target effects, the degree of BOLD release to a swapping of relational roles was only slightly less than that demonstrated when an entirely new object appeared in S2 that was not present in S1 (see Figures 1H and I, and 6A and B) . This result is quite difficult to reconcile with these other models (because they imply that a swap of relations will be signaled by only a tiny fraction of the cells in the pFs with the majority of cells devoted to signaling the internal features of the objects in a translation invariant manner), but it is an outcome directly predicted by Structural Description models because they assume that a swapping of relational roles between objects in a scene may result in a wholesale swapping of feature binding between slots.
Building on the results of Experiments 1-4, we then asked, "What is the nature of these purported slots in the pFs?" Are they intrinsically tied to a scene-centered position (as suggested by shifter circuit models), or are they abstracted from position (as suggested by Object File/FINST models)? The results of Experiment 5 clearly showed that a change in scene-centered relations does not necessarily produce a large release of BOLD adaptation as long as that change can be tracked-supporting the Neural Object File hypothesis, that is, the Object File/FINST model.
We used the technique of fMRI adaptation here as a way to assess, more directly than what can be provided by purely behavioral experiments, whether structural descriptions are computed directly within the visual system. As such, we concentrated our main analyses on the later stages of the ventral visual stream (i.e., the pFs) under the assumption that effects seen there definitely reflect perceptual processes as opposed to later cognitive pro-cesses. However, given the indirect nature and coarse temporal resolution of fMRI, one could still argue that the effects seen in the above experiments reflect feedback to the pFs from cognitive operations computed in frontal lobe areas. Such an explanation lacks parsimony and is inconsistent with the generally accepted finding that lesions to frontal areas, for example, prefrontal lobotomies, do not affect visual recognition but definitive rejection of a role of frontal areas awaits further experiments.
In this same vein, the higher false alarm rate to relation change trials in Experiments 1-3 and to incongruent trials in Experiment 5 may be taken as a possible confound that could affect the BOLD signal. Recall that we addressed this potential confound experimentally by including control experiments in Experiment 1 which eliminated the task difficulty differences between conditionsrelation changes still showed greater BOLD than scene translation.
Why did participants show a higher false alarm rate on relation change trials when performing the New Object detection task? This effect can be understood from the subjective reports by participants. A change in the relative position of the objects "seemed like a new scene," that mimicked the impression of the NewObj condition. In terms of theory, the Rel and T ؉ R conditions caused a mismatch in the contents of the slots between S1 and S2, and participants could not always distinguish the mismatch from the change in relations from the mismatch when a new object was substituted that would have changed the contents of one of the slots. Subjectively, when objects change their relative positions in a manner that cannot be tracked, it is as if a new scene is presented. This is not the impression with translation.
This striking behavioral disparity between relation and translation trials is a result for which the bag-of-features models reviewed above would seem unable to offer an explanation. Participants were told to ignore relations and merely compare the objects in S1 to those in S2 and signal if an entirely new object was present. This is a task perfectly suited to the bag-of-features formalism as it amounts to simply detecting a large change in feature content. From this perspective, participants should have had no problem performing the task (especially in light of the timing results of Experiment 4), and should have showed as much interference from scene translations as relation changes. The behavioral results show that it was impossible for participants to ignore the relations of the objects in the scene, and that memorial comparison seems to be based on within slot comparisons-just as predicted by Structural Description models but completely counter to predictions of bagof-features models.
This account, and Structural Description models in general, coincides well with extensive psychophysical research documenting the existence of visual short term memory (VSTM) where approximately four object-like groups of bound features can be encoded simultaneously (Luck & Vogel, 1997) . In our experiments, both objects displayed in S1 would presumably be stored in VSTM to allow later comparison with S2. VSTM is known to be organized around the relative spatial-rather than the retinalconfiguration of these objects (Jiang, Olson, & Chun, 2000) just as our fMRI results imply. Indeed, recent evidence (Xu & Chun, 2006) suggests that VSTM is supported by a system of brain regions including the LOC and IPS-the main brain regions showing a greater BOLD release to relation changes over matched translations (see Figure 6C and D).
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HAYWORTH, LESCROART, AND BIEDERMAN A recent review paper by Xu & Chun (2009) also argues for a neural object-files theory of the human visual system. They offer a proposal for how certain aspects of the psychological theory of object files maps onto brain regions. Specifically, they concentrate on the distinction between object individuation and object identification and argue that object individuation is handled in the inferior IPS and that object identification involves the LOC and superior IPS. The main experimental results Xu and Chun bring to support this involve manipulating the number of discrete objects held in VSTM vs. the total feature complexity of all the objects together. They show that inferior IPS BOLD activity tracks the number of objects independent of feature complexity, whereas BOLD in the LOC and superior IPS tracks the total feature complexity of all objects together with relatively little dependence on the total number of objects per se.
However, Xu & Chun (2009) do not address one particular question that is crucial to any neural model of the psychological theory of object files; namely, "Are the features in the LOC 'bound' to the correct individuated proto-objects (FINSTs) that they hypothesize are encoded in the inferior IPS?" It is this question that we have addressed in this manuscript, and our results suggest that the answer is yes. A swap in object file assignment (as occurs in the relation change trials of Experiments 1-3 and in the incongruent trials of Experiment 5) creates a large change in neural representation in the LOC, whereas a translation of position that preserves object file assignment (as in translation and congruent trials) results in very little change in the LOC's representation. Thus our results are in agreement with Xu and Chun's neural object-files theory but go further in demonstrating the neural signature of binding implied in the original object file proposal (Kahneman et al., 1992) .
Here, we have interpreted our fMRI results as the BOLD signal signature of the swapping of binding roles in pFs neurons-a swapping of relations between S1 and S2 creates a wholesale swapping of features between the slots, or object files, represented in the pFs. Further, we have used the results of Experiment 5 to argue that the implementation of such slots in the pFs may be in the form of anatomically separate groups of cells, one group of cells associated with each slot. Such an interpretation may seem a radical departure from the default framework discussed in the introduction; however, this is not necessarily the case. Hayworth (2009) presents a neurocomputational model (the Multiple Slots Multiple Spotlights model) in which the singe feature hierarchy assumed by the default framework is dynamically bifurcated into two steams (creating, in essence, two object files in its final layer), each fitted with an independently controlled spotlight of attention. This neurocomputational model was used to model the fMRI BOLD response for the stimuli of Experiments 1, 3, and 5 above, and its predictions were shown to be in close agreement with the results from those experiments (Hayworth, 2009) .
Further, some existing single unit experiments also seem to hint at such an anatomical binding scheme in IT cortex. Messinger, Squire, Zola, & Albright (2005) recorded IT cells during displays of two objects while a monkey was performing a paired-associates task, requiring the monkey to attend to both objects. They reported that a full 74% of IT cells were modulated by the spatial arrangement of the stimuli in the display, and this modulation to spatial arrangement could not be explained by receptive field size measured by single object presentations. This result is quite consistent with the Neural Object Files anatomical binding hypothesis. Other studies (Aggelopoulos & Rolls, 2005; Missal, Vogels, Li, & Orban, 1999; Yamane, Tsunoda, Matsumoto, Phillips, & Tanifuji, 2006) have also shown modulation of IT responses to the arrangement of objects; however, because attention was not directly controlled in these studies, it is difficult to interpret their results as direct evidence for the anatomical binding hypothesis. A full verification of the Neural Object Files model may require recording from IT cells while a monkey is performing a two objecttracking task like that used in Experiment 5 above.
Conclusions
In the introduction, we briefly reviewed the 'default framework' of ventral stream processing based upon a feed-forward hierarchy of feature detecting cells ending in a final 'bag of features' representation. This model has grown out of hundreds of anatomical and single unit studies. It seems to be the only model that can explain our ability to perform extremely rapid object recognition, and computational models based on it are having marked success in recognizing objects even in cluttered scenes. However, this default framework is mostly silent on how we represent multiple objects and how we explicitly represent the spatial relationships among such objects and among the parts within single objects. This silence is sometimes taken as implying that such relations are not explicitly encoded in the visual system at all, a conclusion that seems at odds with many behavioral results.
The current set of experiments offered results supporting the hypothesis that late ventral visual stream regions (e.g., the pFs) are indeed sensitive to the relational roles of objects and that this sensitivity is suggestive of a wholesale swapping of feature binding when relational roles are swapped. Such results are most consistent with the predictions of the Structural Description by Neural Object Files theory described in the introduction and seem counter to the most straightforward predictions of the default framework.
We emphasize that we do not take this as a refutation of the default framework, but rather that the default framework needs to be extended to include mechanisms for encoding multiple objects and their spatial relationships simultaneously and explicitly; that is, the default framework needs to be extended to produce a structural description as its final neural representation.
